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Katie Kime is a print-based brand offering beautiful pajamas and unique home décor 
opportunities for anyone who likes their creative side to shine in every room. With Mother’s 
Day coming up fast, you might need creative ideas for a mother-daughter day.  
 

 
 
There’s something special about a mother-daughter day for Mother’s Day, and Katie Kime is all 
about it. They are here for all the feels and happy to add a splash of bold color and inventive 
prints to the day. If an artistic adventure is what you need for Mother’s Day, Katie Kime will 
lead the way. 
 
With Matching Pajama Sets 
 
Katie Kime offers pajama sets for women and kids, so you can match with both younger and 
older daughters who want some comfortable, chic pajamas to start the mother-daughter day. 
You could actually just wear them all day, even if you head out for a coffee trip or want to grab 
brunch at the local café. The matching pajama sets and PJ shorts sets from Katie Kime are nice 
enough to wear in public and relaxed enough for binging your favorite TV mini-series.  
 
If all of you don’t want to match exactly, you can find different prints that speak to your unique 
interests or fashion tastes. Katie Kime’s cotton-modal pajamas have the same silhouette and 
boldness to them. It will be easy to see that they’re from the same brand. 
 
And Suggestions for a Fun Project 
 
In addition to luxury white pajamas, you might want to explore the various home décor pieces 
and peel and stick wallpaper with Katie Kime. Giving yourselves a project that will interest both 

https://www.katiekime.com/collections/pj-short-sets-1
https://www.katiekime.com/collections/removable-wallpaper
https://www.katiekime.com/collections/pj-short-sets-1


of you is a great way to fill up the day. You don’t have to do it all in one go, but why not try 
redecorating a room in the house? Maybe your daughter or daughters would like an accent wall 
with a fun print, or you can revamp the bathroom or the kitchen together.  
 
With this project, you can also plan ahead for your mother-daughter day without worrying 
about too many details. You have something you all want to do and cute loungewear to work in 
and wear when you need a coffee break. Everything is covered.  
 
A mother-daughter day isn’t just spending time together; it’s enjoying time together. A few fun 
and creative ideas inspired by Katie Kime’s adventurous patterns and prints will help you have a 
day full of time well spent with at least a few smiles tossed about. Whether wearing your Katie 
Kime’s white pajamas in the drive-through at the coffee shop or redecorating your daughter’s 
bedroom, Katie Kime will help you make any mother-daughter day feel extra special.  
 
Find all the essentials for your mother-daughter day when you visit 
https://www.katiekime.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3wkwuy5  
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